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ALLEN AND HEATH - BRENELL 

introduce 

SYNC ON Professional Recording Console 

INTRODUCTION: 

Syncon as an idea was born over three years ago as an answer to the ever 

increasing cost and complexity of multi-track recording consoles. Studios 

have been continuously updating and re-equiping until the point has been 

reached where some are ergonomically and economically unworkable. Syncon 

puts things back into perspective by producing state of the art performance 

in a system package which is compact, logical, reliable and realistically 

priced. 

The initial design work entailed taking a long hard look at what manufacturers 

were already producing. It was found that most were spending money 

unnecessarily by virtue of their production methods. By striving to maintain 

total flexibility and allowing for a high design time per unit, each console 

was carrying a disproportionate overhead. It was decided that a standard 

chassis made in reasonably large quantities and incorporating every essential 

feature as standard would enable production of the first truly cost effective 

24 track capable recording console. 

It must be stressed at this point that quality has not been sacrificed for the 

sake of price, high quality components have been used throughout including 

P and G faders and ultra low noise silicon transistor circuitry. 

In conflict with some companies, no I.C.'s have been used in Syncon, the reason 

being that one can produce a quieter, faster and generally more reliable unit 

without them. The result is a mixer with more headroom than any in its class 

and a microphone preamplifier which is one of the quietest available at any 

price. 

Syncon utilises a 'split buss' routing system which affords a considerable 

cost saving without any sacrifice of versatility. The free routing and 

subgrouping system more than makes up the difference in assignment of tracks. 

The American practice of combining input, output and monitoring sections 

into one channel module has been used for the following reasons. 
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* The number of controls, wiring looms and metalwork can be considerably 

reduced without any loss of facilities, resulting in major savings in cost 

and space. 

* The console becomes more ergonomic with many operations which an engineer 

must perform on the European type of mixer being eliminated, or at least 

placed within easy reach. 

* Continuous control and metering of the monitor mix by using the Quad master 

mix busses allows the producer to make stereo or quad tapes during multitrack 

recording. 

Three master modules are also included in Syncon, controlling the monitor/ 

mixdown levels, echo and auxiliaries and the comprehensive monitor and talkback 

systems. 

A master Console Status selector is provided which switches the entire mixer 

from the Record (i.e. multitracking) mode to the Remix mode in one operation. 

This facility saves the engineer's valuable time and greatly reduces the 

possibility of a mistake or an omission being made. 

The status selector also controls the functions of the comprehensive grouping/ 

subgrouping system ensuring that every channel does what is expected of it, 

even if the engineer forgets~ 

A comprehensive solo system is provided with automatic monitor priority given to 

any solo function selected. Two illuminated indicators on the meterhood give 

visual warning that SOLO has been selected; one for channel solo, the other for 

monitor, echo and auxiliary solo. In a full format Syncon's 62 solo selectors 

give total access to any individual signal within the desk. Quad meters 3 and 4 

automatically monitor the solo signal when selected. 

SYNCON FORMAT 

Being of the combined input - output module configuration, Syncon is extremely 

compact measuring only 1450 em. across for a 28 x 28 capacity mainframe. 

A sheet aluminium construction houses the module socket tray and box section 

steel legs give rigid support as well as providing discrete cable trunking. Two 

novel features make installation and maintenance particularly easy. The 24 x 4 

meterhood is hinged and folds back to allow module removal and wiring interface. 

When closed the hood effectively conceals all cable runs making the unit look 
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aesthetically pleasing from the rear as well as the front. 

The front buffer-armrest may be folded down to reveal all the cbnsole's 

insertion points (All.), terminated in t inch jack sockets directly on to 

each module. This system allows effects to be patched into any part of the 

console without the need for an external normalized patch bay - a considerable 

saving in the initial installation expenditure. 

An optional producers desk and patch bay are available and may be permanently 

attached to the mainframe. A prewired loom may then be simply plugged into 

the insertion points. 

The main console termination is by means of barrier strips which are normally 

concealed by the meter hood. This method has the advantage of reducing 

installation time and cost by eliminating the need to provide and solder over 

100 XLR connectors~ All barrier strip connectors may be provided in advance in 

order to pre-wire the control room. 

Syncon is attractively finished in brown and black eggshell stoved acrylic finish 

which is both resilient and easy to clean. Silk-screened legending provides 

clear longlasting identification of all controls. 

Almost every control knob and button has been specially tooled by Allen and Heath 

giving Syncon a particularly individual appearance in addition to being easy to 

read and operate. 

A conservatively rated remote mounting power supply provides a fully regulated 

DC current to the mixer. 

Syncon consists of three module types: Input-Output Channel; Stereo Output 

Channel and Monitor/Communications Module. Each carries a high quality glass 

fibre printed circuit board to which all switches and controls are directly 

mounted. All line amplifiers are mounted on individual cards which clip 

(piggyback) on to the main module board. This method combines the servicing 

ease of integrated circuits with the superior specification of discrete 

silicon transistors. In the event of an amplifier failure any amp card within 

the console may be substituted or replacements may be stored safely inside the 

mainframe. 

By eliminating all free wiring on each module a high factor of reliability can 

be achieved by reducing potential assembly errors and simplifying test and 
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servicing procedures. 

In view of the extremely high cost of in field servicing everything possible 

has been done to reduce the complexity of the module layout, to the point 

where competent studio maintenance personnel should be able to tackle routine 

service procedures. 

SYNCON SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 

Each section has been given a reference number which is exclusive to that function 

of the desk and identifies the section on both the brochure photograph and 

block diagram. 

A. Input - Output Module 

The ergonomic and cost saving advantages of the 'in line' module are now well 

proven and most 'state of the art' consoles have adopted this format. Syncon 

is the first unit to bring this format within the budget of the smaller 

multitrack studio. 

Al. Mic-Line Input 

A high quality microphone transformer is preceeded by a switchable 20dB attenuator 

giving overload protection to both transformer and preamplifier. The microphone 

input features 48V. phantom powering as standard. The microphone preamplifier 

is of novel design giving exceptional noise, distortion and headroom performance. 

A2. Mic and Line signals may be permanently connected to the module without 

crosstalk problems. The Mic-Line selector is automatically overridden by the 

Console Status Selector (C5) when in the Mixdown mode. A Tape Sync Monitoring 

input is also provided and can be selected via the overdubbing button (A9) or 

the 24 track monitor system (C4). On single output tape machine line and sync 

inputs may be connected in parallel. 

AJ. A Hi-pass filter is provided to eliminate sub audio overload due to 

studio rumble etc. 

A4. A dual concentric control gives precise level adjustment of signals entering 

the main section of the channel, hence allowing the normal +4dBm output at the 

pre-eq insertion point. It should be stressed that the high operating headroom 

of Syncon is maintained throughout the console giving maximum output capability 

at the insertion points. Many consoles in this class do not maintain a high 

internal level which makes cross patching and matching difficult. 
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A5. Routing Selection 

One of the most versatile aspects of Syncon is its combination of routing 

and channel status assignment. 

Every channel output amplifier will always pick up programme from its own 

corresponding buss bar regardless of its position in the mixer. Any signal 

routed to a particular buss will be picked up by the output amplifier, 

monitoring and metering of the channel corresponding to that buss. 

For example, if it was required that the mic signal on channel 2 should be 

routect to track 4, then by selecting group 4 on channel 2 1 s routing buttons 

the signal would appear at the output of module 4 which would automatically 

monitor the signal. By pressing the Direct button on channel 4 the mic 

signal coming in may be mixed into the output to track 4 via the channel 

fader. 

Routing is achieved by means of 8 stereo assignment buttons with odd-even 

panning. This system makes stereo grouping particularly easy. The channel 

signal may be routed to any number of busses without degradation. The 

signal may also be routed directly to its own output by pressing DIRECT (A9) 

This system eliminates the need for cross patching when performing 24 track 

recording. 

The bussing arrangement is in two formats, both available in every console: 

a. Each buss (1-16) running the entire length of the console giving 

a 28 x 16 routing matrix. 

b. Busses 1-8 running the entire length of the console. Busses 9-16 

running from modules 1-16 and then terminating. Busses 9-16 restarting 

as busses 17-24 and running from modules 17 to 28. 

System a. should be used by 16 track studios and system b. by 24 track 

studios. The Direct output capability is unaffected by either system. 

A6. Equalization 

The equalization section of Syncon represents the collective recommendations 

and criticisms of many experienced, successful engineers and producers. The 

facilities offered give what can be described as 'musically accurate' 

frequency control. 

* High frequency control is by a shelving filter operating at 12 or 6kHz 

giving boost or cut of 12dB. 
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* Low frequency control is also shelving at either 40 or 80Hz. This type 

of equalization was found to be preferred for its smoothness when dealing 

with acoustic instruments at their frequency extremes. 

* Parametric Equalization. Two sweep-frequency equalizers are provided each 

with a sweep ratio of 11-1. A wider sweep was found to be undesirable due to 

difficulty in accurate resolution in critical situations. The egualizers have 

an overlap of one octave in the critical mid-range band and there is also 

overlap with the shelving equalizers, giving additional low or high 

frequency treatment. 

The filter Q factor remains constant with frequency and therefore gives a 

constant MUSICAL effect without becoming narrow at the high end of the 

spectrum. The Q value may be switched for either broad or narrow band 

treatment as required. Q factor is often neglected in equalizer design 

and yet is of tremendous importance in its subjective effect on a musical 

sound. 

* A High pass filter has already been mentioned (AJ) 

The range of equalization is shown in the technical data brochure together 

with a full specification. 

A7. Auxiliary Sends 

Six auxiliary busses are provided and have been grouped in the following 

manner, again as a result of research into the major requirements for their 

use. 

Aux A. 

Aux B. 

Aux C. 

Aux D. 

Mono 

Stereo 

Mono 

Stereo 

Switchable pre or post the Penny & Giles channel fader 

Switchable pre or post the channel fader 

Switchable pre or post the monitor fader 

Switchable pre or post the monitor fader 

The manner in which the auxiliaries may be used depends on the status of the 

desk, the status of the channel and the type of recording in progress. 

In the record mode auxiliaries A and B would normally be used for special 

effects in the event that they are required. In practice, especially with 

24 track recording, programme material is left 'dry' until mixdown. 

Auxiliaries C and D are usually connected for foldback in either mono or 

stereo as required. As these auxiliaries are part of the monitor system they 

also carry the tape sync signal when either DUB or 24 track monitoring is 

selected. In the Mixdown mode all auxiliaries may be used for effects and 

treatment, the monitor fader being redesigned as a subgroup fader (A9). 

A8. Quad Monitor - Mixdown - Subgrouping System 

The smaller 65mm. fader on the channel module performs a variety of tasks 
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depending on desk and channel status. The quad panning is also deployed according 

to the status at that point. Automatic SOLO is provided which offers pre-fade 

listening and metering. 

a. In RECORD mode the fader monitors the output of the channel and the signal 

is quad panned to the Quad mix busses which feed the control room monitor 

system. If the channel is designated as a subgroup (A9) the fader continues 

to monitor the group which is similarly panned to the control room system. 

The Quad mixbusses feed, in addition to the control room speakers, the main 

Quad outputs which, as they are connected to the stereo (or Quad) mastering 

machine, may be used for rough mix recording in the initial stages of recording 

an album. If DUB is selected (A9) the monitor system receives its signal 

from the sync output of the multitrack recorder as it also does if 24 track 

monitor (C4) is selected. The master monitor select (C4) will override any 

previously selected channel monitor mode. 

b. In MIXDOWN a complex relay switching network changes the status of the 

entire monitorir.g system in order that it does not become obsolete during this 

phase of a session. The monitor system becomes a subgrouping system which 

greatly facilitates remixing procedure enabling a group of tracks (e.g. drums) 

to be fed to a single fader and hence quad panned to the master stereo or 

quad outputs - without losing channel capability in the process. If SUB is 

not selected the channel may be quad-panned direct to the quad busses using 

the DIRECT button. 

Example: 

* Tracks 1- 6 on a tape carry odrums and are to be mixed to a quad master and 

panned front-left to back-left. 

1. Route track 1 - 6 to busses 1 and 2 panned odd-even as desired. 

2. Designate channels one and two as subgroups (press SUB) 

J. Set the 65mm. faders to the required level panning One to back left and 

Two to front right. 

The entire drum mix may now be controlled by two faders, a method which on 

conventional consoles can only be achieved by patching and the use of valuable 

spare channels. 

The SOLO facility (PFL) remains operative regardless of the mode enabling 

subgroup solo during remix. 
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A9. Channel Status Select 

Four pu~hbuttons control•the function of each channel: 

1. DIRECT 

Feeds the channel signal directly to its own output amplifier and hence 

to the corresponding track of a recorder. In the Mixdown mode, it also 

routes the signal to the Quad mix busses. 

2. SUB 

a. In the RECORD mode the channel fader is designated as a group fader and any 

channel routed to that buss number appears on the channel fader which controls 

the output to the tape track. The fader is disconnected from the normal input 

to that channel i.e. the channel cannot be used as a mic input. 

b. In the MIXDOWN mode the subgrouping is switched to the otherwise redundent 

monitor fader as described in (A8.). The channel input capability is not 

affected in this mode. 

J. ~ 

Switches the monitor fader to Tape Sync in the Record mode and can also be 

used for special effects such as A.D.T. when mixing down. The DUB select is 

not affected by the other channel status selectors with the exception of 2~ track 

monitor select. 

~. Channel ON OFF 

A push button switch with LED ON indicator allows the channel to be cut from 

its track assignment or from the remix busses. For cueing purposes the signal 

may still be monitored via channel solo or DUB. 

Meter Status 

Two metering systems are provided and are deployed as follows. 

Channel and Track Metering - 2~ meters provide permanent monitoring of the signal 

entering each channel's monitor mix section. Hence each meter's status is 

automatically designated by the channel status selector; either channel or 

group monitor when recording or tape sync return when overdubbing. In order to 

quality monitor multitrack tape during a session a master multitrack monitor 

select (C~) automatically switches all monitoring and meters to receive tape 

output, allowing instant AB comparison. 

Quad Master Metering - The four master meters in the centre of the console are 

fed from the main control room monitor system. When monitoring in quad, during 

either Record or Mixdown, the meters read accordingly. When any other monitor 

function is selected the meters switch such that meters 1 and 2 continue to 

monitor the stereo mix (1+3)L and (2+~)R while meters 3 and~ monitor the selected 

function such as Auto Solo, stereo tape return etc. i.e. The programme heard 

is the programme metered. 
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This system removes the danger of an engineer accidentally obtaining a meter 

level which does not correspond to the programme level being recorded or 

replayed. 

A10. Channel/Group Fader 

A Penny and Giles conductive plastic fader 1s fitted as standard, controlling 

the level to busses or output depending on channel status. These long track 

faders (105mm.) are famous for their reliability and resolution. An 

automatic SOLO system provides pre-fade listening and metering. 

A11. Channel Insertion Points 

Each Input-Output Module is provided with three insertion points, which are 

terminated at the front edge of the channel PCB, beneath the folding armrest. 

These points may be used directly with ancillary equipment or wired to an 

external patchfield. 

The points are provided as follows: 

a. Pre Eq. Allows treatment of a signal in its incoming state or the 

insertion of a line level signal into the mixer from another source without 

disconnecting the line input at the barrier strip. 

b. Pre-Fade Used mainly for additional Eq. or special effects 

c. Post-Fade Allows signal to be treated after the channel fader and track 

routing, immediately before the channel output and monitor feed. Often 

used for the ins~rtion of compression or limiting on specific tracks. 

Apart from their usefulness for special effects, insertion points can be 

used for programme level monitoring, testing and trouble-shooting. 

Each insertion point terminates in at inch (6.25mm.) normalized jack socket, 

utilizing ring as send and tip as return. Full output capability is available 

(+26dBm into a bridging load). 

B. STEREO-QUAD MASTER MODULE 

From the very start it was agreed that in order to fulfil all the requirements 

of a studio recording console, it was necessary for SYNCON to be quadraphonic 

capable. At ~he time of writing quad broadcasting is in its infancy and yet 

many major studios are producing four channel material. Time will tell, and 

as consumer hardware costs reduce the whole concept will be more viable as an 
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entertainment £orm. 

The Syncon Quad master output channels have been placed on two identical 

modules, one controlling the £ront channels, the other the rear. In the 

stereo mode only master £aders 1 and 2 need be used. Masters 3 and 4 may 

then be used as additional e££ects sends. 

B1. Echo Return Assignment System 

Two echo return channels are provided, each with routing to busses and auto 

solo. The echo may be panned £or correct stereo image. Echo return is 

also provided to each auxiliary group allowing musicians to hear £oldback 

with treatment and also to set up a feedback loop £or special reverberation 

e££ects. For equalized echo return it is normal practice to use modules 

25 - 28 which would otherwise be redundant. 

B2. Auxiliary Masters 

Output control o£ auxiliaries A,B,C and D. Controls B and D are dual 

ganged stereo potentiometers. Each auxiliary master output level can be 

checked using the auto-solo system. 

BJ. Echo Return to Monitor and Mixdown 

Provides direct access to the main quad busses £or either quadraphonic echo 

or simply to enable echo to be added to the monitor mix during recording. 

Syncon has been provided with several return paths, to cater £or the large 

number o£ e££ects now used in multitrack studios. 

B4. Monitor-Mixdown Faders 

The £our Penny and Giles 105mm. master £aders are £ed permanently £rom the 

quad mix busses and therefore control monitoring in Record and master outputs 

during mixdown. 

The post £ader signal is amplified and sent to three points: 

* The Quad master output 

* The control room monitor system 

* The stereo and mono output system which allows simultaneous stereo and mono 

recording during quad mastering. This is especially use£ul in recording 

£or broadcast when several master tape formats may be required. 

Insertion points are provided immediately prior to each master £ader. 

The master modules have the same construction £ormat as the channel modules in 
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that all line amplifier cards are 'piggy backed' on to the main circuit board. 

Again this makes 'in field' servicing a minimal problem. 

C. COMMUNICATION AND MONITOR MODULE 

The most important aspect of any console, apart from its audio specification 

and reliability, is the degree with which the engineer can perform his job 

without difficult or time consuming operations. Syncon has a control system 

which eliminates many manual functions and reduces all major operations to 

the push of a button. 

Cl. Test and Line-Up Oscillator 

Utilizing the famous Wien bridge high stability low distortion circuit a 

series of fixed frequency tones may be used for testing and mixer - tape 

recorder al.ignment. The signal may be continuously adjusted for level and 

routed to all busses simultaneously (Slate). An LED warns when the circuit 

is operative. The oscillator signal is available both at the barrier strip 

interface and at the insertion point panel. 

C2. Studio Communication System 

With many conventional monitor systems it is necessary for musicians to return 

to the control room tp hear playbacks. Syncon however is supplied with an 

independent output amplifier giving a stereo monitor feed to the studio where 

matching monitor speakers may be located. A logic interlock prevents howlround 

when recording. 

CJ. Control Room Monitor System 

The monitor system is the ultimate measuring tool available to the engineer and 

producer. By giving total control of the feed to the four monitor speakers 

accurate judgement can be made of individual channel content in a Quad mix by 

selective cutting. A DIM switch with LED warning allows temporary reduction 

of the listening level. 

A 'Squawk' control selects an alternative pair of monitor speakers in order to 

evaluate programme material under domestic conditions. This system is 

particularly useful when material is recorded for AM and TV broadcasting where 

the system bandwidth is severely restricted. 

The 'Squawk' control automatically cuts the main monitor system. The overall 

monitor level is controlled by a single quad-ganged potentiometer which has 
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been carefully selected for matched attenuation. An additional control 

is provided to adjust the level of the automatic SOLO system. This allows 

individual signals to be monitored at an independent level, hence removing 

the need to constantly adjust the monitor level when switching from SOLO to 

normal monitoring. Few consoles offer this useful feature. 

C4. Monitor Status Select 

Every programme source can be switched to the monitor system, listening in 

either quad, stereo or mono. Provision is made for the monitoring of stereo 

quad and multitrack recorders simply by pressing the relevant button. The 

Status Select switch bank is fully interlocking to avoid accidental monitoring 

of more than one source. The 24 track and quad metering systems are interlocked 

with the status selectors giving indication of the tape level returning to 

the console from multitrack and mastering machines respectively. 

C5. Console Master Status Select 

With conventional multitrack recording consoles there is no way of changing 

from a recording to a mixdown operating format without performing a 

sequence of switching and resetting of controls. As one progresses to 16 

and 24 track recording this formality becomes both time consuming and potentially 

dangerous because it is only too easy to omit a vital operation. Another 

disadvantage associated with conventional format mixers is the redundancy of 

many control functions during mixdown. On many units the monitor mix and 

related pan and auxiliary controls are rendered obsolete. 

Syncon defeats both problems by an ingenious Master Status Selector system. 

By pressing a single illuminated switch a complex sequence of circuit 

redesignation takes place. 

* Every channel is automatically switched to line input mode, ready for 

tape replay. 

* The entire subgrouping system (A8, A9) is switched onto the monitor faders 

hence retaining maximum flexibility and effectiveness of the available controls. 

This allows subgroups to be quad-panned to the master quad outputs. 

* No patching what so ever is required for mixdown routing as the normal 

free routing system used in recording (A5) has been retained. Hence any 

track can be routed along the mixer for grouping before subsequent sub

grouping. 

No recording console within the price range of Syncon can offer the degree of 

flexibility achieved by this system. The creative impact of the 
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simplification of mixdown grouping has already been highly praised by 

producers using Syncon during its field trials. Engineers praise the 

system simply because so much effort has been removed from the ~recording 

procedure. 

C6. Talkback System 

One of the most essential elements of a recording session is verbal 

communication. It is vital that engineer, musician and frequently a 

musical director have the ability to c onvey information quickly and 

intelligibly. 

Syncon offers the following communication facilities: 

* Independent talkback to each auxiliary hence enabling the engineer to 

talk to one musician without disturbing another while he is playing. 

This syst:em is particularly useful for cueing conductors and MDs. 

* A slate switch enables track identification before recording commences. 

A 20Hz tone is automatically placed on each tape track to assist spooling 

on tape machines without autolocate. 

* A separate switch gives talkback via the main studio speaker feed if used. 

* 
* 

An interlock prevents accidental howlround while in the record mode. 

A talkback level control adjusts the overall level of the system. 

A high quality omnidirectional microphone is built in the module as 

standard. 

Additional Information: 

Balanced Line Level Interface 

In concurrence with modern trends the line inputs, outputs, auxiliaries 

and returns are not balanced. This offers the following advantages: 

* 
* 

* 

Better low frequency headroom 

Lower distortion at mid and high frequencies 

Greatly reduced phase shift. 

* Reduced hardware costs. 

The problem of hum loops and interference can easily be overcome by the 

correct use of earthing procedures and cable routing. Allen and Heath offer 

a full installation advisory service in the event of problems arising. 

When ever practical a field engineer will give advice when the unit is 

delivered. 
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ADDITIONAL FACILITIES 

Syncon has been designed so that a recording session can be conducted 

without any need for patching and external re-routing. As described 

previously (A11 and B4), all insertion points are accessible below the 

folding armrest. However, the more sophisticated studio will require 

additional patching facilities and the ability to re-route microphone lines 

between studio and control room. 

Allen and Heath have created a producers desk with integral patch field 

which can be easily fitted to either side of the console. The relevant 

wood side trim may be removed to give an integral effect. 

As no two studios are identical the final configuration of the patchfield 

will be left to the clients discretion. Allen and Heath have had considerable 

experience in studio installation and will advise on the most appropriate 

format in each individual situation. 

The following patch points are accessible, all at an operating level of 

+4dBm and with full drive capability (with the exception of mic lines). 

Channel mic inputs 

Channel line inputs 

Channel sync inputs 

Channel insertion points 

Channel outputs 

Mono auxiliaries 

Stereo auxiliaries 

Quad output insertion 

Echo retqrns mono 

Echo returns quad 

Oscillator 

Power Supply 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

2 

2 

4 

2 

1 

1 

X J 

Additional points would of course 

be required for tape machine 

outputs and effects lines. The 

capability of the Allen and Heath 

miniature telephone jack bay is 

unlikely to be exceeded. 

The fully regulated, heavy duty power supply is designed to be mounted 

externally from the console in a position where hum and induction would 

be of no problem. The voltage supply to the console is +24V. 6 amps, 

-24V. 6 amps with a heavy duty earth path. A relay supply of 24V. and 

phantom powering at 48V. are also supplied as standard. Supplies accept 

European and American standard A.C. power inputs. Consoles include 

termination for grounding to A.C. power earth 
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